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Profencing Fencing Training Center 
 

Fun Mini Camps Summer 2024 

 
Foil and Saber 

   

July 22-25   

Monday-Thursday 9:00-Noon – Fee $260 
 

The Minicamps are designed to provide a well-rounded overview of 

the fundamentals of fencing, that is appropriate and safe for ages 7 to 

14. Through instructions, drills, and a variety of games to enhance 

physical and mental skills, and supervised fencing, campers will learn 

good fencing technique, sportsmanship and have lots of fun.  

Equipment is provided. 
 

Bring lunch or snack, and a water bottle.  

Gym Clothes, Tennis shoes are required.   
 

       
Instructors: Coach Isabel Alvarez and Profencing Volunteers 
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This application should be completed and sent with full payment fee to Profencing LLC, 9034 Cotter St, Lewis Center, OH 43035. Camps 
must be paid in full by March 15th, 2025. This enrollment contract is binding if not canceled before May 15, 2024. After May 15th, the amount 
paid is non-refundable. Enrollment after March 15th is based on space availability. Please note that there will be no deductions for absence, 
withdrawal, or dismissal. Profencing has the right to ask the student to leave if there are irreconcilable behavioral issues. Profencing is not 
responsible for the loss of personal property. Profencing reserves the right to cancel any camp due to lack of enough participants and will 
refund 100% of any payment. Spots are limited to 18. 
 

PHOTO RELEASE: I agree that Profencing may use photographs of my child without their name and for any lawful purpose, 

including such purposes as publicity, illustration, advertising, and Web content.

Parent or Guardian Signature: __________________________________________ Date: ____________

WAIVER OF LIABILITY- YOUR SIGATURE IS REQUIRED. 
In recognition of my participation in the sponsored activities of the US Fencing Association, I acknowledge, agree, and understand that:  I 
am fully aware of and appreciate the risks, including the risk of catastrophic injury, paralysis, and even death as well as other damages and 
loses associated with participation in a fencing event. I further agree on behalf of myself, my heirs, and personal representatives, that the US 
fencing, Profencing LLC, the host organization, and sponsors of any US Fencing sanctioned events, along with the coaches, volunteers, 
employees, officers, agents, and directors of these organizations, should not be liable for any injury, loss of life or loss or damage occurring 
as a result of my participation in the event or as a result of equipment that may have been provided to me for these activities.

__________________________________________________   Date of application: ____/ ____/ ____

Member’s Signature 
__________________________________________________
Parent’s or Legal Guardian’s Signature* (*required for members under 18)

Signing for: 

• July 22-25 M-TH 9:00-Noon – Fee $260 
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